Abstract. Reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) offer capabilities for quick adjustment of production capacity and functionality in response to sudden changes in market conditions. Both at the system and at the cell level exception events occur dynamically and unpredictably during the production process. These exceptions interrupt the production process by causing errors in the schedule plan. Error/ exception handling is the policy how to deal with errors caused by the occurrence of out-of-ordinary events. Author explores the new strategies to handling error events and proposes an intelligent control structure for real-time error handling, and illustrates the reconfiguration ability is the new crucial technological factor enabling new strategies to handle out-of-ordinary events of the production process.
Introduction
A new manufacturing mode called reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) is emerging to address the needs caused by rapidly changing markets and rapid introduction of new production. Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) can be cost-effectively reconfigured to rapidly adapt the system's manufacturing capacity and its machine functionality in a changing marketplace [1] . A RMS is basically a mix of CNC machines, dedicated machines, and reconfigurable machines tools (RMTs)，and it can be easily reconfigured at a system level, machine level and control level. RMTs are modular machines with a flexible structure that allows changes of its resources, equipped with reconfigurable controllers integrated in open-architecture environment [2] .
An exception can be thought of as a difference between the actual and the expected state of the production system. Exceptions include machine breakdowns, changes in job priorities, dynamic introduction of new jobs, order cancellation, increases in job arrival rates, changes in the mix of parts, reworks due to quality problem, and so on.
Traditional Approaches[2,3]
The strategy and decision how to deal with error, not only depend on the final goal of the operation management and involve many economical and production variables, but also depend on the manufacturing environment and the advantages arising from using a certain error handling policy vary from one production system to another.
Three main ways to develop reactive scheduling systems for dynamic and uncertain production system can be found in the literature. They are predictable scheduling, pure reactive and predictive-reactive scheduling.
Predictable scheduling approaches focus on the development of predictive scheduling that can absorb disruptions without affecting planned external activities while maintaining high shop floor performances. The predictive off-line scheduling is necessary to provide the coordination to many other production activities such as set-ups, maintenance, personnel management, material procurement, shopping, etc. The preventive schedule can be obtained, for instance, by inserting additional idle time into the schedule to adsorb the impacts of breakdown.
In pure reactive scheduling approaches no preventive schedule is generated in advance, and decisions are made locally in real-time to deploy corrective mechanisms in order to maintain the stability of existing schedules and provide quick solutions in front of exception. Dynamic dispatching rule's selection, based on jobs, machines and system status is a frequently used pure reactive approach.
Finally, the predictive-reactive scheduling system includes both of the elements: a long-term preventive scheduling system and a reactive scheduling system. Some of the most utilized methods for developing reactive scheduling systems are agent-based systems, simulation techniques, knowledge-based systems, and so forth.
Reconfiguration for Error Handling
If RMS do not include any flexible machine and basically are made up of some rigid machining station and a number of RMTs, RMS do not allow any routing flexibility unless there are more machining performing the same operation. Nonetheless, although the reconfiguration ability cannot be thought as routing flexibility and used for ordinary scheduling operations, it can be rather employed as an operational tool in special cases, such as exception events.
A number of Bruccoleri and Pasek's cases research showed and illustrated: in the particular conditions, at the operation management level, the reconfiguration can be a crucial technology in manufacturing systems where the routing flexibility is not allowed. Also, when coupled with the existing reactive scheduling system, it can also enhance performance of systems that already offer operational flexibility.
Based on fuzzy systems, an intelligent centralized controller was developed by Amico et al in 2001, which handles exceptions by using reconfiguration. For the simple manufacturing system, that reconfiguration for error handling brings advantages in the production system productivity was shown. A more complex and distributed controller, based on multi-agent systems, has been proposed by Bruccoleri et al in 2002 for testing the same operation management policy in a more realistic manufacturing system composed by several machine tools, some of which are RMT.
Exception Handling Control Model[2-5]
The exception handling function in scheduling systems or task planners becomes more complex in RMS because the possibility of using reconfiguration to deal with out-of-ordinary events occurs indefinitely and it is difficult for DSS to select a right strategy from a number of feasible error handling strategies. In this section, An intelligent control architecture for exception handling is proposed.
In Fig.1 the objects directly involved in the control process are shown. These objects include the machine tools, the task to be performed, the scheduler or task planner, the sensor, the error handler, the reconfiguration controller, and the decision support system (DSS). The DSS is responsible for making decisions about which error handling strategy to select, basing on performance and economic considerations.
A detailed description of the control process for exception handling is described in Fig.2 . Objects send messages to each other. The control process is accomplished by a message exchanging among the objects involved. The sensor advises the task planner of the occurred error. The task planner, while stopping the execution of the task plan, asks the error handler for error recovery and this requires the reconfiguration controller to verify the possibility of using reconfiguration for error handling policy. Once this last condition has been verified, the error handler asks the DSS to make a decision concerning which error handling policy need to be undertaken and after the DSS feedback, the reconfiguration controller ask the RMTs to be reconfigured for error recovery. Once error handler recovers errors or exceptions, task planner allocates and implements the corresponding task. Synchronously the accomplished cases will be accumulated into the database of DSS. While exception occurs again, the same policy will be adopted according of the case of DSS. When the new exception occurs for the first time, DSS will make a decision to recover error.
Summary
The aim of the research presented in the paper was to investigate a new operation management technology based on reconfigurability for handling out-of-ordinary events. Reconfiguration for exception handling in scheduling system is an important method to continue the production process when exceptions occur. This approach is based on the reconfiguration feature of RMS. Although reconfiguration can not be considered as a flexibility feature in terms of ordinary scheduling operations, it can be used instead as a routing flexibility enabling technology in exceptional cases.
